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Welcome to AP Literature!  I’m looking forward to meeting all of you; we are going to have an 
amazing year. Give yourself some credit for taking a challenging and rewarding course. Now get 
started—this assignment is larger than its 93.5 square inches might imply. 

SELECTIONS 
1. Siddhartha, Hermann Hesse (Available at Alvarez library) 
2. The Purdue Online Writing Lab (OWL)     http://owl.english.purdue.edu 

 

SUMMER ASSIGNMENTS – Due on the first day of school 

1. Grammar and Mechanics: Your grades and pride will suffer (yes, that’s a zeugma) if              
you’re still struggling with grammar and punctuation in AP Literature and in college.             
Review the Owl Exercises (Mechanics, Grammar and Punctuation) from the website.           
Skip the exercises you already understand and focus on your areas of need. Take your               
time and learn the rules—you are smart enough to figure it out! 

 
2. Siddhartha Quotes: As you are reading the novel, copy 50 important or            

thought-provoking passages on the front of index cards and write the page number.             
On the back of the cards, write insightful responses using complete sentences. Choose             
and respond wisely—you will be using these on your first essay in class.  

 
3. Literary Terms: Research and learn the enclosed terms. Keep in mind these are literary              

terms, so a “foot” is not the thing attached to your ankle, rather, it is, ironically, a                 
metrical unit. It is really difficult to master so many terms—please start early.  

 
4. Portfolio: Get a BIG binder, at least 3 inches, and separate it into the following sections:                

Ancient, Anglo-Saxon/Medieval, Renaissance, Enlightenment, Romantic,     
Realism/Victorian, Modernism and Post-Modern. Place ALL the notes, essays,         
assignments etc. you have from any previous English classes or literature studies in the              
appropriate section. An essay on 1984, for example, would go in Modernism. Write a              
list of every novel, play or short story you can remember reading and stick it in the                 
front.  

 
 

SCHOOL ASSIGNMENTS: Will be completed after the start of the school year 

1. Literary Terms Test 
2. Grammar Test (Owl Exercises!) 

http://owl.english.purdue.edu/


Well, that’s it, Questions? Comments? Drop me an email or come by 722. I look forward to                 
hearing from you. I really do. 

Mr. H 

  


